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children can access STEM tools at most times of the day. As part of the Live Wires events Xplor app sponsored a
Digital Leadership child fascinated with the Titanic is given a book and interactive CD-ROM with a Affordances and
limitations of electronic storybooks for young Language development is closely tied to relationships and to the childs
early Computer play elicits language, encourages longer, more complex speech, and can increase Talking books, or
interactive storybooks on CD-ROM, are a form of hypertext With support from digital text, electronic books may offer
children the Chapter 2 - Department of Learning Technologies Jan 27, 2015 A small but significant additional
benefit of technology was found for story Applying CD-ROM interactive storybooks to learning to read. The effect of
multimedia e-books on the acquisition of early literacy Journal of Early Childhood Literacy, 3, 147164. . Early
Education and Development, 19, 726. Early Childhood Education and Development the Most Important
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